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1 - INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to derive math models that characterize
the SD-53 Strapdown System during laboratory system tests. The tests are
designed to measure primarily the misalignments between the strapdown
system optical cube reference axes and the input axes of the three Single-Axis-
Platforms (SAP) and three Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometers (PIGAS).
The tests contemplated also provide estimates of bias and scale factor error
in each SAP and PIGA, and for each of the SAP gyros, the eight g-sensitive
drift rates and the two internal misalignment components between gyro IA and
platfo= yoke axis.
Preliminary test considerations are contained in Ref, 5, 1, including
development of the form of the math models. As mentioned in Ref. 5. 1, two
series of tests are proposed (with and without rotation of the test table), for
a rninimum, of three orientations of the strapdown system with respect to the
test table. This report extends the analysis to include all contemplated test
positions, as well as various yoke angles (head positions) of the SAP's whose
input axes are nominally perpendicular to the test table axis of rotation. Con-
sideration of required optical measurements and test stand alignment errors is
also included. However, specific test sequences, test table and head positions,
error analyses, and other test conditions are not included. Subsequent reports
will cover those areas.
The coordinate systems, definitions of symbols, etc. defined in
Appendix A are compatible with those in Ref. 5. 1.
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2. GENERAL DEVELOPMENT OFMATH MODELS
2.1 ".0  CONFIGURATION AND PHILOSOPHY
The functional relationships of the system test configuration are shown
in Fig. 2-1. The test table base, defined by the test stand elevation axis and
the table rotational axis, is oriented with respect to the local geographical
coordinate system (East and vertical) by the azimuth and elevation angles, A
and E, respectively. It is assumed that errors in this alignment can be made
"sufficiently small" to justify the neglecting of second order terms. The test
stand is capable of driving the te.,
-.,t table at a precise rate (6) through an
angle a .
The strapdown system is mounted to the table and tested in each of
three positions, as indicated in Fig. 2-3. Outputs of the system consist of yoke
angle readings (g) from each of the three SAPs and three PIGAs. Tests asso-
ciated with the SAPs are conducted with the test table driven at a precise,
constant rate. The table is not rotated during the PIGA tests.
The outputs of the instruments (i. e. , SAPs and PIGAs) contain misalign-
ment information only relative to the test stand elevation and rotational axes
since the test conditions are changed relative to these axes. However, it is
required to determine the misalignments relative to the strapdown system
reference axes (as defined by the optical cube). Therefore, the relationship
between the test stand coordinate systems and the strapdown system optical
cube must be neasured accurately for each mounting position of the strapdown
system.
ti
For reader convenience, Chapter 2 Figures and Tables are located at
end of chapter.
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Certain misalignments of the test stand coordinate systems contribute
to errors in estimating the required calibration teams, These error sources
must either be made negligible or else separated from the desired terms by
obtaining additional measurements, either as part of the system tests or
separately. The analysis in this report is sufficiently flexible to handle any
ry	 of these alternatives.
The test philosophy is to obtain sufficient test measurements to allow
accurate estimation of the required calibration terms. To do this, multiple
measurements in various test configurations are necessary.
2. 2 CGGRDINATE TRANS FO'R MATIONS
The relationships between the various coordinate systems are shown
graphically in Figs. 2-1 and 2-2. The mathematical relations derived in this
section are used to express the inertial rates and accelerations at the inputs
to both the SAP and PICA instruments, for the test conditions contemplated.
Development of the equations for the specific applications, considering the
dynamics of each instrument, are contained in Sections 3 and 4. All errors
are assumed to be sufficiently small to justify the neglecting of second order
terms.
The sequence of coordinate transformations is indicated in Fig. 2-2.
Considering the misalignments,(77 
s 
and v s )  in aligning the test stand elevation
axis (y s ) from east and vertical, the relationship between the test stand base
and the geographical coordinate system is as follows:
t	
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X 6	 1	 17 s	0	 cos A	 sin A	 0	 N
y	 -77	 1vs	 -sin A	 cos, A	 0	 B;
z s	 0	 -vs	 1	 0	 0	 1	 V	 (2-1)
The relationship between the test table base and test stand vase,
including the misalignment (VT, ^i,^,) of the table axis of rotation relative to
the te st table base is as follows:
xb 1	 0
-OT	 cosE	 0 - s inE	 x s
y b - o vT	 0	 1 0	 y s0
[ zbJ LOT	 -VT 1
	 Ls 
in E
	 0 cosE
	 Lzs]	 (2-2)
The quantity 0T is in essence the misalignment associated with the desired
elevation angle E.
Next, a set of rotating axes (x T, yT ,
 
z T ) fixed to the test stand table
is defined by
xT	 cos(a: + 71 0 ) sin(a + 710) 0	 x s
	
0
YT _	 -sin(a + 77 0 ) cos(a + 7)0) 0	 y s +	 0
z	
_	
0	 0	 1	 z ST—	 Ta
(2-3)
The last term in Eq. (2-3) will be used subsequently when angular rate
and acceleration vectors along the coordinate axes are considered. The term
170 represents the inaccuracy in reading out the table angle (a) . It will be
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assumed that the test stand errors are either measured separately from the
strapdown system tests and corresponding compensations applied, or that
the errors will be estimate-d as part of the system test program and used to
justify the assumption to be made that the errors are sufficiently small to
neglect second order terns,
The misalignments (V 0 and 0 Q)  between the strapdown system optical,
cube and the table axis, about the x 
T 
and 
YT 
axes respectively, are used to
define the coordinate system of the optical surfaces, as follows:
X0	 x
T	 0 T
Y 
.0
T	
0	 1	
V 0  YT
z 
.0	 0	 -V	 1	 z
- 
T
- —
0	 0 — - T
(2-4)
To relate the (x' 
T 
o y T, z' 
T 
axes to fixed axes on the optical cube,
it is necessary to define a resolution matrix M) since three orientations of
the strapdown system relative to the test stand table axes (x T )
 YT) z T ) are
contemplated. Hence,
X	 x0	 T
yo
	 RI y d.
 
T
z
A
z 
T
.01
(2 - 5)
Defining mounting position #1 such that the optical cube axes are iden-
tical to the I X T , y T , z' T I coordinate system, the three mounting positions are
defined by matrix R 1 as follows:
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Mounting Position 3
1 0 0	 1 0 0
	 o o C
IJatrix It	 0 1	 0	 0	 0 -1	 0	 1	 0
L- 0 0 U I LO I qj	 L:•l 0 Oj
(2-6)
Next, the relationships between the bases of the three SATs and
PIGAs are defined in terms of the optical cube by resolution matrix 11 2 , as
follows:
X
2 YO
z (2-7)
LzrJ L 01
The subscript r is used to designate a particular instrument and mounting
position.
Choosing the reference axes of SAP #1 and PICA it to be i&	 tic-al to
the optical cube, matrix R 2
	is equal to the following-,
SAP # 1 2
0	 0 1	 o	 (T
Matrix R2
0	 1	 0 0	 0	 1 0	 0	 1
L— I	 LO	
0	 ij LO	 -1	 Qj L,	 0	 Oj (2-8)
The above relationships are summarized in Fig. 2-3, I ncluding the various
Ra R, matrixroductc,p	 14
Having defined reference axes for each instrument (viz. , SAPs and
PIGAs), the effect of instrument yoke axis misalignments (v r1or ) are defined
as follows:
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x*-1,
X	 0
r	 tr
1#	
1 ,Y	 0	 1r	 r	 r
z .4
	 0.0
- r	 r -Vr '	
z
- 
if
The final coordinate transformation is used to 0.(4ine axos on thu
rotating instrument yoke, to wh i.ch the inertial reference units (gyros) are
referenced.	 11 ene, eI
Yr	 r + 'q r
Yyr	
-sing l, + 17d
z Yr—
	
0
	
s in(Pr
	 r17	 0	 x	 0r
cos(P + 77	
r
-) 0	 y P	 41	 0
	
r	 I 
I	 Z,#
	0 	 K 43
The last term in Eq, (2-10) will be used subsequently when angular
rate and acceleration vectors along the coordinate axes are considered. The
term 77
r
 represents the inaccuracy in roading out the yoke angle
2.3	 INSTRUMENT YOKE' HATEIS AND ACCELERATIONS
Equations (2-1) through (2-10) can be combined into three groups.
They are the transformations from (a) geographical coordinates ( 1, 41 , E, V) to
test stand table axes (x T , y' T , z 
T 
(b) table axes to Instrument Base
(x r, Yr, ) 7, 
r) 
and (c) Instrument Base to axes on the rotated yoke (x Yr' yyr ) z Yd
- 7 -
The respective equations are: (a) (2-1) through (2-4), (b) (2-5), (2-7)
and (c) (2-0), (2-1.0).
Since angular rate and linear acceleration vectors acting on the instru-
ments are ultimately desired, the matrices will be combined for rates and
accelerations separately, using the following inputs:
N	 w cos L	 IN	 0
E	 0	 for rates and
	
E	 0 for accelerations
	
rates L 'Oe s i "' LJ	 Y J accel	 — 9	 (2-11)
in Eqs, (2-3) and (2-10), the constants 1S T 
 
and KY are set equal to unity
when rates are considered and to zero for accelerations.
The results are summarized in Table 2-1 µ Alithough second order
terms were neglected in combining the various matrices, no terms were eli-
minated that may ultimately yield second order effects when the specific
SAP and PIGA configurations are considered. The test stand azimuth angle
(A) is assumed to be equal to zero so that the test table rotational axis may
be oriented anywhere in the plane defined by local vertical and the earth's ro-
tational axis.
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Figure 2-2
Summary of Coordinate Transformations
OIr1?OUA
Instrument #3	 Instrument #2	 Instrument #1
Mounting
Position #2
Z31 Z 21	 x21
X31
Y31	 Y21
	0 1 0	 1	 0 0
	
0 0 1	 0	 0 1
	
1 0 0
	
0 -1 0
	
X32	 X22
Z 3?,
Y22
Y32	
z 22
I
	 Mounting
Position #1
,y11
z11
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
Y12
X12
Z12
Mounting
Position #3
0 0 -i
o i o
i o 0
Y33
	 x33
Z33
0 1 0
-1 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
	
1 0 0
0 1 0	 0 0 -1
0 0 1	 0 1 0
Z23
Y.	 Z 13 ,Y13
X23	 X 13
0 0 1 0 0 1
-1 0 0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 -1 0 0
NOTES: (1) Matrices shown are equal to R2
 R, .
(2) Instrument #1 reference axes are chosen to be identical
to optical cube axes.
(3) Optical cube axes are nominally same as table axes
in position #1. ,
Figure 2-3
	
Instrument Reference Axes and Associated Resolution Matrices
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w'
R 2 R 1 cc; ry.1.
wzT (2-13)
X 
yr -
wz 1,
Angular 13^1t^^s
, in	 (e08 a - 770sina)cos(L
 E) + 6
^' t 0 [	 - sin (T. - 1;)j - (sitla + 77 ocot U)cos(L - ^ )+ 6 11
L
	
^a
	
sin (L - E')] + (u osina + 0 0 cosa )cos(L - 10 + 6 12	 ( 2 -12)
w	 cosg ( w	 W + 77 w ) + sing (w + V w - '1 w,
.	 xr
w	 = -sin 3 , (w - 0 , ;W + 77 w ) + cos 0 (w + v w - 77 w )y.Yr	 ,x x	 zr	 ryr	 r yr	 rzr	 rxr
zYr	 4) r xr	 r yr	 zr	 r
(2-14)
«here
I
6 10 `i " -ES + [ VT sin(L - E))sina + [O T Sin (L - E)]cosa
16 11 Q - ES + [V T sin(L  - E)]cos a - [0 T sin(L - E)]sina
6 12 	 OTcos(L - E)
(2-15)
(2-16)
(2-17)
Es	
`' 77 scos L + V S sin L	 (2-18)
NOTES. (1) The R ^, R, matrix product
(2) Second order terms have b,
(3) A = 0°
0(2-20)
.^ .1%
Lim-al, At-vOcration's
9
xT	 0
-sin 1 .4, oos a	 6	 in E, s in a	 c o ti 14',
g Vri . g sinE sin g + (6 r,	 0 sinE cos a	 v cos Ej
gi rl .
	
Cos PA	 j [6,	 sin WO cosa	 v sina)]0
9	 9
xr	 xT
9	 R2RI 9--yr	 yT
9	 9 Azr	 zT
9x Yr	
Cos g 
r
(g
xr	 Orgzr + 71 rgzr ) + singr(gyr + Vr9zr	 77 r9xr)
9 
yyr 
= 
-singr(gxr Orgzr + 77 Ad + COSPr(gyr + Vrgzr	 7?rg-%r)
9z Yr	
0 rgxr - V r g yr 
+ 
gzr	
(2-21)
	where 6.7	 T sin E
	
(2-22)
	
6 8	 (V T sina	 Tcos a)cos E + V s sina
	 (2-23)
	
69	 ri, sina + V T COSOCOSE	 V 
s 
Cos a
	 (2-24)
►roducts are summarized in Fig. 2-3.
have been neglected.
Table 2-1
Summary of Hates and Accelerations
\V i 	 ConfigurationsTest 	 -ation
11"XIDOuT 'Pa4wz -2,
i*^'
3. SAP MATH MODELS
3.1	 GENERAL FORM 01* SAP EQUATION a  Cl MC.JTIGN
The gyro (measuring head) equations of motion derived in Ref. 5. 2
(Eq. 2-18b) is simplified considerably when the present SAP test conditions
are considered. Justification for omitting certain terms is contained in
Ref. 5. 2 and additional considerations will be included in the error analysis
report on the strapdown system test program. The resulting SAP equation
is given by Eq.Min Ref. 5. 3 (repeated as Eq. (3-1) below) and is based on the
summation of torques on the gyro gimbal/rotor cylinder about its OA being
equal to zero. Since the SAP is intended to measure rates relative to iner-
tial space, the gyro torque generator signal (w tg ) is zero and the gyro signal
generator output is used to drive the SAP yoke such that the inertial rate of
the yoke (w 
z ) acting about the input axis of the gyro is nominally zero. Con-
sidering internal gyro errors, h',q.(I)of Ref. 5. 3 is as follows-,
W z + X, (g 
x 
/ Mg 
y 
/g) + X2 (9 x / 9) ( g
z
 / g) + X.3 (g 
Y 
/g)2
Yr	 Yr	 Yr	 Yr	 Yr
	
I Yr	 Yr	 Yr
+ X4 (g Y / g) (gz 1g) + X6 (gz / g f + X6 (gx Yr
	 Yr
/9) + X 7 (9 
y 
/g)
+ X8 (g	 / g) + X,3 (W
	
/w) + X 10 (W	 /w) + x11	 0
	
z 
Yr	
xy, e	
YYr e
 (3-1)
The term w 
z 
above is equal to W 
z	
and the internal gyro misalign-
ments 0 
x 
and 0 
y 
contained in x 9 and Yr X10 are reinterpreted for the
SAP to be referenced to the yoke axis (see Appendix A of Ref. 5. 1 and the defi-
nitions of 0 
x 
and 8
y 
in this report.) Equation (3-1) can be expressed in the
-13-
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SAP base coordinate system, using the appropriate equations of Table 2-1,
as follows:
r	 z r	
0 
r x r	 r yr
4	 Xj - [ _ (g2 x1, /9 2 + 92 /g' )sin 2o
r 
.1 2(g 
xr 9Yr /g 2 )oos 2g i2 Yr	 r
+ r x2 (gz r / g) + x" 1[ (g.,r / 9)co 8 9 r + (gyp /Osing r I
- [X 4 (9 
zr 
/9) _f X7][(g xr, /g)sing r - ( g yr / g)cos A r)
+  ?^ 1 , [ (g,2 /9 2 + 9 2 /9 2 ) - (g a /g 2 - gar
 /g'
 )cos 2p
2	 xr	 yr	 xr 	 r
- 2(g 
xrgyr 
/ g 2 )sin 20 
r]
+ xf3 (gzr 
/g)2 + 
X ,3 (g
zr
/g) + xis
+ x9[(W 
xr 
/W 
e 
)Cos 9 
r 
+ (yr /we )sin4r]
+ X 10 [(W yr /W e )Cos 0 r - (W xr /W e )sing r]
	
(3-2)
Note that the term 77r occurs only as products with other small quantities
and therefore has been neglected.
Expressions for the w and g terms are contained in Table 2-1
(Eqs. 2-12, 2-13, 2-19 and 2-20). Since the g terms are in every case mul-
tiplied by a small quantity (the x 1 s), Eq. (2-19) can be simplified.:
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9	 -sin Eoosa
9	 g sin L; sinc4
gzT	 0osE
Applying Eq. (3-2) to each SAP in each or the three mounting positions,
the resulting equations are determined to be functions or the dependant variablo
0
g and trigonometric functions of a, A and (a+g). There are two forms or the
equations, corresponding to SAP input axes parallel and normal to the test
table axis, Each is considered in the following sections in order to solve the
transcendental, differential equations in P
3-2 SAP IA PARALLEL TO TABLE AXIS
Whenever a SAP input axis (z) is nominally parallel to the test table
0	 0
axis, P is a function of the independent variables, a 0 a and (a+A) . Letting0
6 represent the rate error equal to the various misalignment and x terms,
the resulting equations are of the form:
w 
e 
s in(L - E) + 6'
+ x f [sin (a +9), cos(a H-9), sin 2(a +A), cos 2 (ak ^
(3-4)
Integrating Eq. (3-4) from t = 0 to t = t,
t
AU +	 (wet) sin (L - E)	 - 66 - x 
J 
f [ ]dt
where L represents change in the corresponding quantity.
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lic-arrunging terms,
(a -+ 9) = Y - 66
	
(.3 -5)
where
Y = Y O + we
t, gin(L - l."i)
Yo = a
o 
+ go
t
+ XkS 
0 
f [ ]dt
and a0 and g o are the initial values of a and g . Since &V is a small
quantity, Eq, (3-5) can be substituted back into Eq, (3-4), with the following
approximation:
	sin (a +	 sin
cos (a +) w Cosy
	
sin 2(a +	 sin 2y
	
cos 2(a +	 cos 2y	 (3-6)
Note that the (A6' )x lc products havo been neglectQd. 'The final form of the
SAP math model, for the SAP IA parallel to the table axis, is as follows:
0
	
so
LV + P 
r
]	 -L	
r - 
13 
r 
siny - C 
r 
COS-/ - 1) 
r 
sin 2,y - E 
r 
Cos 2y
sr
[Qdr s in a + Q froos a] W e c o s (L - E)
	
(3-7)
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,*-t
where
r	 ur[(Xr - w.sin(l.	 a -* Ve r"os a] wecos(l. - E)
-1. r,
 
4 
-A 1, - q 
ar 
I& 
r - 
W to 
sin(l. - l -.) 1 - 
(^ 1) r 
I W 
t I vo
c,( I, - I ,;)]
Y	 :^ yo ', We t sin(J. - 1-,*)
"I'he quantities on the Ik-ft sid( , of the vquation are measurablo, wherc oas the
oonstautbo :'fix, 
 
thru Ix. 
r,
, ('
far
't (^ 
1) r) and 
Q 
rr 
on the right side- are to he esti-
mated from inputs of th(-.- indcpontlent variables & and t , 'Tabl(-,^ 3-1
contains a tabulation of thv constants as a fum-tion of the various terms to
be calibrated.
It will be noted that the tc}st stand misaligiu-nent errors (77 s , u s ,
 V 'r) 
4 11*)
are included in the Q terms, Although the test stand alignment may be suffi-
ciently precise to makc,
 the terms ncgligible )
 they were incorporated in order
to evaluate the possibility of allowing a less precise alignment without effecting
the accuracy of estimating the desired calibration terms. If the misalignments
are measured accurately, they can be transferred to the left hand side of
Eq. (3-7) and incorporated with the P terms.
3,3 SAP IA NORMAL TO TABLE AXIS
The second form of the A equations occurs when the SAP input axis
(z) is nominally normal to the table axi.q . Representing the rate error equal.
to the various misalignment and x terms by 6 , the resulting equations are
I
of the form:
W 
e 
cos (L - E)sina + 6 + X 
k
f[sing, cosP, sin 2S, cos 2g]
(3-8)
-17-
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Integrating Eq. (4 M 8) from t = 0 to t W t,
-w cos(L - E)	 t
A	 =	 e	 (] - cos a) - Qb -- X k I f[ ]dt
a	 0
where Q represents change in the corresponding quantity.
Rcarranging terms,
I
9 = g o - Ab' (3-9)
where
W cos( - ^^)	 t
A8' = e	
.,	
(1 - cos a) + 66 + x kj f [ dt
a	 0
and 00 is the initial value of A . The quantity Qb' w ill be small. providing
Wecos(L - F) /a is small. Assuming this to be the case, Eq. (3 
- 0) can
be sub stituted back into Lq. (3 -8) with the following approximations:
ti
sing	 -	 sing 
cosh	 =	 co sg0
s in 2g -
	 sin 20 0
u
cos 2g	 -	 cos 200
	
(3-10)
Note that the (p5 ' )xk products have been neglected, The final form of the
SAP math model, for the SAP IA normal to the table axis, is as follows:
Or
[ S	
+ Pr] = -Lr - Mrsina - Nr cos a - Drsin tot - Ercos 2a
^s r
(3-11)
-18-
where
r	 cr 
[W(. 1	 Q [Wdr e
-N	
r	 er 
[W Q1
	 4^rr 
[W 
Q 
eos(L E#)]	 (3-11)
and P
r
 
and L 
r 
are given with Eq. (3-7). The (juantitios on the left side of
the equation are measurable, where-,as the constants A 
r 
through I-] ,r and Ch
ar
through Q fr on the right side arc-, to be estimated from inputs of the indepen-
dent variables & and t . Table 3-1 contains a tabulation of the (ionstants
as a function of the various terms to be calibrated.
The remarhs ac the end of Section 3. 4 pertaining to the test stand
misalignments also applies here.
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IValues of Constants
SAII
Copff, X Constants Position #1 Position #2 Position #3
w a. in (I. - E)]
r	 e
P
^I v0 2 003
sin ce w e cos (L - E)]
Pb
'01
-1
'703
cos a [4&^cos (L -.E- P
c 001
-%2 -1
6'r #- w 
e 
sin (L - E)] Q 
a 6S s1 /so sl v I Ol
[w 
e 
cos (L - E)] Qb OT1 0 0
8 "' a [we] Qc - -OT2 sin (L - E) as	 v 
T3 
sin (L
	 E)
:sits a [u E cos (L - E)] Qd V, -6S	
/so
sl	 sl V,
cw'4 a(W
E' l Qe
-(S- v T2 sin (L - E) T3 sin (L - E)
():i a [Wr;os (L - E)] Qf -6S	 /so1 sl	 S1
[6, 
r - 
w 
e 
sin (L - E)] Pa
Vol 1
-V03
sina [w 
e 
cos (L - E)] Pb 1
'02 1
cos ot [w cos (L - E)]
e
p
c 1701 4502 7703
[air - w 
e 
sin (L - E)] Q 
a -V 2 6S S2 
/so 
s2 02
2 [4%cos (L - E)] Qb 0 OT2 0
sins [we ] Qc OT1 s in (L	 E) - OT3 s in (L - E)
sina [w
e 
cos (L - E))
- Qd 6S	 / sos2	 s2 v2 - OS	
/ so
s2	 s2
cos a [w 
e Qe Es + VT, sin (L - E) - f s + VT3 sin (L - E)
cos ix [w 
e 
cos (L - E)] Qf 02 02 V2
w s in (L - E)]
r	 e
P
a
-001
-00 2
sina [Wecos (L - E)] Pb
'TOI
-'702 V03
cos a [ecos (L - E)] p
c 1 1 003
[air
 - 
w 
e 
sin (L - E)] Q 
a
-V3
-03 6S	
so
s3	 s3
3
[w 
e 
cos (L - E)] Qb 0 0 OT3
sina [we ] Qc Es
 - vT , sin (L	 E)
Cs	
VT2 sin (L - E)
sina [w 
e 
cos (L - E)] Qd
-.'3 V3 03
cos a [we ] Qe OT1 sin (L - E) OT2 sin L - E) -
L	 I
"Os a I, L,6 1
^ 
^o q (L - E)] Qf I
-6S
	 so
s3	 s3	
--L 6ss3	
so
s3 V3
FOLDOUT FRAME I
For r s t1, 22, 33
s
r^_
 
+ PI,] = -Lr - B siny - C ,cos y - D sin 2y - E cos 2y
sr
- 
Qdr[ W cos (L - E)]sinac - Qfr[wecos (L - E)],cosac
(3-?)
For r = 21,31,12,32,13, 23
^r
	
[ So + P]	 L.-Msinac-Ncosat-D sin 2a-E cos 2ac (3-11)
sr
P
	 Q ar [ ar - wesm (L - E)] + [pbrsm `^ + crcosa] ecos (L - E)
	
-Lr	 -Ar - Qar[ dt - w
e
 sin(L - E)] - Qbr[ ecos (L 	 - E)]
-Mr 	 -$r - Qcr [ e] - Qdr[ ecos (L - E)]
-N
-C - Qer [ we] - Qfr[ ecos (L -E)]
y	 (010 + g 0 ) + et sin (L - E)
EG	 11 cosL + vssinL
NOTES:
(1) Subscripts on (77 0 , v0 , 00) and (VT' OT) refer to mounting
position number.
(2) Subscripts on (v, y", and 6S s /Ss) refer to SAP numbers.
Table 3 -1
Tabulation of SAP Coefficients
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[
^,t 	..' :s . ...	 R	
a.e xi ', 
	
^ rw_.
	 ^i ^	 tY A	 fiy2
	 -	 '>r
Position I'1 Position 02
'tant r;itigo r(,.130 ain 290 i^^rki "flo Vnity sin##	 rt,sgo	 sin'4j0
.4.3 sin a E + xg cos .3 I; - x 6 cos E - x ., cos T (i + 3c.os 2I;) +
A - _
+ Xp 005 E +X11 - Xp I
t 
- X10 It 
+ z' sin 2E + X 7 sin E • xasin 2E - x,, sin 2L•" -
1 C - - - - - 2z sin 2E - xs sin E + x 7 sin E - X'j sin E - 2 sin 2l; + 2
Xa ,IrZ^sin X.+	 a+	 sin L xz	 a- a—"sin	 I^ -
-
2 sin 3 E - - - X sinaU
+ xs cos E x 7 cos I +8 (I i 3cos 2E) + a(1 + 3cos 2E) + a (3 + cos 2E) - - -
,A
+ xaIZW + x 1p Rw + 212 si n aE + x11
B - xzsin 2E - X4 	 2E - - x 0 sin E - -
2 C x 7 sin - xa sin ' 23 sin 2E - 2 sin 2E
D -	 ' sinaE ^ sinaE
F, - -	 1 sinaE A r. in
a,
( x3 - xr si ^ L - - -
+ x cos Es +x cos E
'
+ 1 (1 + 3cos 2E)8 + X3 (1 + 3cos 2E)8 + 
X3 (3 + cos 2E)8 + x ' COS E - xe cos I'. - x	 (3 ^ cos 21.)8 - 
x3
it
1^
+ X 57 RW + x10 R + Z5 sin-2 E + x11 + x 10 Rw - Xg RW
3:i -x,sin E +xei sin E -	 sin 2E +xl sin 2E
~..__^.^^
+xssinE + x, sin E + 2 sin 2E
- 21
3 C ^ _sin 2E - Za siii 2E - - - x3 sin 1r - z' sin 2E + 2 sin 2E -
D + Z' sin - 2 sin a E - - 2a sin a E - 24 sin 2k
E - - X	 a4 sin E x3	 2+	 sin 2E X3	 sinaE-(2
	
- x6) - _ -	 a' x3 ,2
(4) The term it  equals (w - s
c:
NOTES; (1) All table entries to be multiplied by corresponding column headings,
(2) Constants of second column equal sum of terms in corresponding row for • each position.
(3) g o is the initial value of measurement head yoke angle.
t
FULD UT FE-14—ML I
^^	
y
.FW4DOUT I-R&U z
c	 k Position #,i
cos 290 unity sln)30 COS PO sin 290 cos 200 Unity
XO
-(I + 3cos2E) +	 0 + Cos 2i.} - X, mi i, + xs cos f'. -;U 	 + 3co s 2E) - ^ (1 A 3cos 2E) 1	 0 + cos 2E)
+ xb sin a l	 x 11 Xln R + xq few
+	 sin #'E + xli
+ xq sin E + x,•t;in E + x, sin i -	 sin 2f; +	 sin 2E -
x+	 2Esin 24 .9in2E: + 2 sin2l -
+ xq sin E
-
+ X2 sin 2 E + A-4 sin 2 E - -
- !4 sin 2 E (	 - Xb) sin2E sin' B - 4 sin a E- (	 - xn	
sl	 a^
4 2	 2
- '+	 3 bin 2 F, + X,	 .[ Cos 2 f, - x., ros 1i; + x t) cos T^; -	 (1 { 3cos 2E)8
- X3 (t + :icos 2L)8 + ra (3 + cos 2E)ii2
+ X U COs E + X 11 - X 10 R + Xp Rw +	 ^ sin 2 E + x11
+ 2 sin 2E + x, sinE + 2a sin 2E - l2 sin2E - ae sin L
- - La sin 2E - x f3 sin 4• x,3 sin E + x, sin - 2 sin 2E + 2 sin 2E -
-
- xl sin2 E - xz sin 2 E - Z'ain 2E - - -
2,
- 
h3 sin2E - +	 S1Cl2E ^' 3^ sin } (23
	
X6) '''' a!
2
- 
f	
(1 + 3 cos 2E) i	 (3 + cos M") + 2 sina ka + x^; cos' F
xb	 1:',^	 sin'	 ^• 'cu - X.3 COS E + X11
- 
xl sin 21;  _ - - - - + Z sin 2l;+ x„ sinE2
- -	 inE +	 sin2E + x, sin E
-
siO E
- 
x, ;1n a 1^ x	 s1n21,'- (	 - x&)^^
-
'Yar	 2 
y
sin L
-
2
- sin (1, -1J)]
Table 3 -1
Tabulation of SAP Coefficients
(cont Id)
m2 Z"	 M	 W II
u	 71 (4-1)
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4. PIGA MA"I'll MODELS
4.1 GE N E R AL FO R M OF PI GTA EQUATIONS OF MOTION
"I'l'ie, PIGA equation or motion derived in Hof. 5. 4 (Eq. 14) can be
simplified when the present PIGA test conditions are considered, justifica-
tion for omitting certain terms will be included in the error analysis report
can the strapdown system test program. "Fhe resulting PIGA equation is given
by Eq. (23) in Ref. 5.4 (repeated as Eq. (4-1) below) and is based on the bumnia-
tion of torques on the gyro gii-iibal/rotor cylinder about its OA being equal to
zero. Therefore,
where Z" and W 
z are along the input axis of the gyro itself (not the PIGA
yoke). Considering internal gyro alignment errors v P and OP j Eq. (4-1)
can be expressed in the PIGA yoke axis coordinate system, as indicated by
Eqs. (21) and (22) in Ref. 5. 4. The resulting equation is:
Pr
	
A.,,cosg 
r 
+ III 
r 
sing 
r + 
C 
r	
(4-2)
where
A	 (SOO	 S	 W o 	 .-
r	 prg xv	 pr xr )VP - (S 'P	
S
' rg yr	 pr
W
 yr P
(S	 S.- g A 	 .-B r
	 pr xr	 pr
W
 xr )O P + (S pr g yr SIPIrwy#dv'O
C	 SA g	 S I I W.0	 - Br	 pr zr	 pr zr	 pr
and S and S
	 are the PIGA acceleration and angular velocity scalepr	 pr
factors, respectively. The PIGA velocity scale factor (S) equals 27rl S
where indicated velocity = S 
vAg , with AP in revolutions. Note that 	
p
the term n 
r 
occurs only as products with 
111P 
and Op and therefore has
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X*-
been neglected.	 Eq, (4-2) can be expressed in the PICA base coordinate
systom, using the appropriate equations of Table 2-1,
	 as follow,-A:
A 
r 
cos 0 
r 
+ B 
r 
sino 
r + L1,
	 (4-3)
where
sA	 S11	 .*	 S It WA 
r	
O , 
pr
gxr - pr
W
 xr 
)v P - (; i 
Pr 
g 
IN, r - pr yr
(19 0	
- 
S tf W ) 0
	
+ ('S' g	 - S 11 W ) VI,B 
r	 prgx1'	 pit xr P	 pit , r	 pr yr
C	 = s'* 10 9
	
- V 9YI) 4 g I + S !I [-
0
 W + V W
	 -W )-B
r	 pr pr X11	 pr	 zr	 pr pr xr	 pr yr	 Z1 1	 pr
and products of small quantities have been neglected. E'xpressions for the
w and g terms are contained in Table 2-1 (Eqs, 2-12, 2-13, 2-1.1- ► and 2-20).
4. 2 PICA EQUATIONS FOR TEST PROGRAM
solution of the transcendental, differential equation (4-3) is given
by Eq. (35) of Ref. 5. 4, which can be approximated by the following equation:
r
	
CIt	 r	 r
2 + B 2 sin(C 
r
t + 0)	 (4-4)
The solution is based on A 
r , 
Br ,  and Cr
 
being equal to constants, which re-
quires	 0, and that second degree terms of X = -V"(77+ B^
 /C' are
negligible. Further simplification of the test program is possible if full
revolution tests are specified. In this case, the integral of the sine term in
Eq. (4-4) is zero and
C AT
	
(4-5)
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V-S41
C + R	 S
r	 r	 r
(4-6)
xip("'
where
69r = 27r radians
4"1'	 time to complete ono revolution of
the PIGA yoke
and CV is given with Eq. (4-3). The quantity C y r ,  which is Li Wnetion of tho
calibration terms to be estimated, is simply determined from E*q. (4-915) by
measuring the time X equired to complete one revolution of the PIGA yoke,
Upon sub7,tituting expressions for the W and g terms from Table 2-1
into the equation for C and allowing for errors in S" and S" 0 ther	 pr	 pr
quantity Cr can be represented as follows:
or
C + [R	 • R sins + R Cosa I = [S + 'C' s in a, 	cos a
r	 ar	 br	 r	 cr	 r	 ar i br	 r +S cr	 r
The term ar is the constant angle of the test table and the R terms
are functions of the table elevation angle and misalignments of the strapdown
system optical cube relative to the test stand coordinates. Therefore, the
quantities on the left side of Eq. (4-6) are measurable and can be used to esti-
mate the S constants, which are functions of the calibration terms to be
estimated. Table 4 ­ 1 contains a tabulation of the R and S terms for each
PIGA in each mounting position of the strapdown system on the test table.
The remarks at the end of Section 3. 4 pertaining to the test stand mis-
alignments also applies to the PIGS. tests.
al"	 all
it r
—A z VQ 
1 
Ax
MWwnwew^:wT+
Y
_	 -...
>•
-
t}
W
Tyr y	
YNwiw.sw.:aM.w+e	 lso
vo 1
. 1\\ z
^:.sr9ziw.+wMMe'^Ma1^we4w.ww_^T.^'^
A
-Vp^MA	 p2
^-^	 ^Fe•4+w^...^...wesswwf^
-6A _ 2 !
 01,11 1
 ff z
^.. ....u.w.r.^w...
A
6,r3.^ 2 - ^ •^, 2 A
	- Bpi
-V
^ 2 ^x
l r 002Az ^ 02Ax3
r r	 j^'^`^^ - 13 03 `Vn^^1^ * v j , 2 A	 `t k\yy -6
..
11'r
/A^
^ yy iiryn w ^ `V	 a}A	 R  	 ^^/	 ^ rC^
1
V,11 13pt
(n^
V =^^
.w. .^..ewrr '......w.-+..wws+wsrwrw+.w. «.r	 ^-	 -
h
r p 2 z	 p2
- 6A	 ^ 
x2	 'D Az
_VP
- Az v02Ax
3
'r
6A.^	 _ 01,3AX - 13
3
^^A
FQT^OU^.I^'^-
,'. -:'^	
`^	
*.	 ac's•
	 r^,,^„^",i*fir.....
	 *^ "
C + R t S
r	 r	 r
(4-6)
NOTE'S:
M All table entries to be multiplied by covi-ets-
ponding column headings.
(2) 11.,, and ^'hr com9tants oqual sum of terms in
corresponding row,
(3) Suhscripts on (710, '0
, 'PO ) 
refer to mounting
position number.
(4) on (v j ^d 1 6A,	6A	 refer Io
PIG'..,\ number, 
1)	 P
VOS U
^ 01 
A 
x
1) 1 A x
11 01 -'% x
p2 Ax	
1) 
111 
Az
	A y
A
x
.'1y
 
-6A X3 - 011 1 1 Az
-7702 
A 
x
- Pni A	 V. 
F2 A
z
 + A
02 
A 
x
p2 
A 
x
v
-6 A X3 - 0 
"I'() A z
-A
X
A 6A. X1
	
T3 Az
'703 
A 
x
_Vp2 
A 
x , VII'3 
A 
7,	
A
0 43A
p3'
C it ;:^ 0 r /t^"I* 1, , 	 where Apr = 27r
	 (4-5)
	
[c + R 
ar + % rsina + R Cosa] -- S + sbr	 crsina + S cosar	 er  
A
	
A
x 	
(,S'g)sin E. + (S "w )cos (L - E)
 p	 p e
	
A	 (S"
p 
g)CO S 1 4 (S"W
e 
)Sin, (L, - I-,)
z
	
6 A	 76S'	
S"
A.(S"g)sinl:',' + (	 )Cos (I. - 1,
	
xr	
(	
r p	 ;7P p e1)	 p
wo
	
6A	 p ) (S I gk OE	 4 , r^) (S "W ) s in (I. - E)
zr	 r p	 I, p e
p
	
A	
a 
v (S " g)	 (.9
	
y	 s p	 S p e
	
c	 77, eos 1. - t- v sin. 1,
'table 4 -1
Tubul,11joll of PIGI•\ (,'OL',","iViQIIt6
PO4
	 JO, 	 ),i
	5.1	 Nelson, ILIL, Jr., if Preliminary (^ onaidevaticms in To.,iting tho
NNASA/fluntsvilIv Strapdown System", 1)1j(..1 jj(-pc)j-t
Dynamics llvasoavvh Corporation, Stoneham,
	
5. 2	 Quagliata, L., "E'quationsof ,Motion cal` the NASA Air 13(^uving Gyro
in an Inertially Stabilized Conrigruration and in a Strupdmvii Cunfig-
urution", DRC Report E' - .114011, Dynumivs Rcsourch Corpovation,
Stoneham, Mass, ,Septembur 6 0 196611
	
5. 3	 Tvlcrz, A. W. , 
It Gyro Tost Muthods", DRC Report 1 ,11',-U701J, Dynamics
lic-soarch Corporation, Stoneham, Mass. , tJuly 17, 19670
5.4 Nelson, R. 11, , Jr. , "E'quutions of Motion for a Pendulous Int(.-grating
Gyro Acceleroxnetvr", DEC H(- , port E-477, Dynamics livscarch, Cor-
poration, Stoneham, Mass, , November 14, 1964,
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APPENDIX A
LISTOI* SYMBOLS
A) A0	azimuth angle of test stand, defined as desired angle from
true east to stand stand elevation axis, measured about local
vertical. Subscript zero indicates initial value.
A thrti E	 functions of the SAP calibration terms to be estimated and
r
certain constant test conditions (see Table 3-1). A r ) Br ) Cr
also used in PIGA equations (see h,q. (4-2) ).
AX Y , z	
angular rate of PIGA yoke due to co,,rnponents of g and W.,
relative to test :.able base coordinates (x b) Y
	
zb) b
B 	 PICA bias	 M H)
elevation angle of test stand, defined as desired angle from
local horizontal to normal to table axis of rotation, measured
about test stand elevation axis (Ys)
f
K ab
function of
gravity
x, y and z components of gravity in "coordinate system c
angular momentum of gyro wheel
gyro compliance coefficients (displacement along axis ''a"
due to force along axis ''b")
9
9	 9 )9xc yc zc
KT„  I'll Y	 constants used when angular rate and acceleration vectors
along coordinate axes are considered, K T= KY= 1 for rates
and zero for accelerations.
L
	
local geodetic latitude
L r , Mr,
	
coefficients used in final form of SAP math model
N r) Pr
-27-
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Res
Mu
	
PIG uncertainty torque
m	 mass of gyro gimbal/rotor cylinder. Also mass unbalance
of PIG
N, E, V	 North, East, Vertical orthogonal coordinate system
Pa ,
	
	 measurable constants used in SAP math model (functions ofPb,' 
c
770 , V 0 '00)
Q thru Q	 functions of constant SAP calibration terms C.ncludes test
a	 f 	
stand misaligmnents)
resolution matrix relating strapdown system optical cube
axes to test stand table axes
resolution matrix relating SAP and PICA bases coordinate
system to strapdown system optical cube axes
R I s
r 	
coefficients used in final form of PIGA math modelr% 
Pa,  R b -9 R c
	
measurable constants used in PIGA math model
(functions of 770,v 
0 
00 ,
 
Ax, A y
R 
w	
constant equal to	 W 
e 
sin (L - E)) /We
S 
a 
Is 
b) 
Sc
	
functions of PIGA calibration terms and certain test
conditions (includes test stand misalignments)
SJO p
	
desired PIGA acceleration scale factor (arn^,IH)
S11
P	
desired PIGA angular velocity scale factor
S 
v	
desired PIGA velocity scale factor
	 27r/S 
p
S' 0
	
SAP scale factor. Superscript zero denotes desired value.
s s
T	 time measured from start of test table rotation during
SAP tests
X1	 coefficient relating g g /g 2
x y	 to SAP gyro drift rate = -(mg) 2K /HzX
X2	 coefficient relating 
g x 9z 
/ g 2 to SAP gyro drift rate +(Mg)2 K /H
YX
X3	 coefficient relating gy/ g 2
 
to SAP gyro drift rate	 + (n1g) 2K /H
zy
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I
x^	 coefficient relating gygz Ig o to SAP gyro drift rate
-i (m g)' (Kyy - lsz 
z 
)/H
X13	 coefficient relating g 2 /g 2
 to SAP gyro drift rate +(mg) z Kyz /H
x E3	 coefficient relating gx /g to SAP gyro drift rate
x7	 coefficient r lating g y I g , to SAP gyro drift rate +- mg b z
X8	 coefficient relating g  I g to SAP gyro drift rate = - mg6y
xg	 SAP gyro drift rate = 0Wc
X 10	 SAP gyro drift rate - -0 we
X ii	 SAP gyro drift rate proportional to gyro bias error
x 
	 general term representing x i, thru x1x
X, y, z	 gyro output, spin, and input axes, respectively
xb , yb , 
z 
	 test table base coordinate axes
•o yo' z 
	
strapdown system optical cube coordinate system
•r yr , z 	 reference s .... of Instrument (SAP and PiGA) bases
xs , Ys  Z 	 test stand base coordinate axes
x,r , yT , 
z 
	 test table coordinate axes
x.y.,y.Y., z.y,	 instrument (SAP and PZGA) yoke coordinate axes
z	 acceleration along input axis of gyro (measurement head)
a, ac	 test stand table angle, defined as desired angle between
°	 strapdown system optical cube "y surface" (y" ) and test
stand elevation axis (ys ), measured about table rotational
axis. Subscript zero indicates initial value.
^x	 rate of change of a with respect to test stand base
91 AO 	 (SAP or PZGA) yoke angle, defined as desired
°	 angle between inertial reference unit (gyro) spin axis and
the strapdown system optical, cube "y surface" (yr), mea-
sured about the yoke axis. Subscript zero indicates initial
value.
s
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rate of change of 8 with respect to strapdown systems
optical cube coordinate system
Y) Yo	 angle equal to integral of earth rate component along
test table axis (nominally equal to a+
	 Subscript
zero indicates initial value ( = a 
+0o)
6 
y 
M )
 6 
z 
rn	 gyro pendulosity due to mass unbalance along spin and
input a :yes, respectively ( see x .7 and x., )
6S.0	
error in FIIGA acceleration scale factor, True scale
p	 factor = S"+ 6S'
p	 p
6S11	
error in PIGA angular velocity scale factor. True
scale factor = S" + 6S1 1
	
P	 p
6S 
v	
error in PIGA velocity scale factor
	 S 
v 
6S 
p 
IS n)
6g	 change in g during system testing
All	 time during PIGA tests for one complete revolution
(6g = 2 7r)
E 
s	
tilt of test stand elevation axis (ys ) about axis in earth's
YS	
77
s
equatorial plane and normal to s (, cos L + v 
s
sin L)
inertial reference unit ( gyro) internal misalignment, defined
X,
 6y )
	
as angle between gyro input axis (z) and yoke input axis (z 7.
OX is angle measured about output (x) axis and 8y is angle
measured about spin (y) axis.
77) v,	 misalignments measured about z, x and y axes, respectively.
Positive angles are measured about positive coordinate
axes in accordance with the right hand rule. These terms
represent quantities to be added to $-' g ired values to obtain
actual values.
77 o' 77r , 77 s	 these terms are the misalignments associated with a,
and A, respectively.
V 0 , 0 misalignments between optical cube z , si^ r
—
face and test0	 T 
table z 
T 
axis, measured about x, and 
YT' 
respectively.
V P, O P	 PIG/PIGA misalignments between PIG input axis and yoke
input axis, about the PIG spin (y) and output (x) axes,
respectively
r
, 01,	 misalignment between SAP yoke axis (zr) and optical
cube z 
r 
surface, measured about x 
r 
and y 
r , 
respectively
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:-W7
II
J*'.
V	 misalignment between test stand elevation axis (y**) and locals	 horizontal, measured about x"
s
"al	 nonorthogonality of test table axis of rotation to test stand
elevation axis, measured about x1
 
0
O
T	
misalignment associated with desired elevation angle E, such
that (E +tl,  T) is the actual angle from local horizontal, to normal
to table axis of rotation, measured about test stand elevation
axis (y S)
W	 earth rate
e
W ' W ' W	 x, y and z components of inertial rates in "coordinate
xc yc zC 
system c 't
Utz 
	
angular velocity about input axis of gyro (measuring head).
'IA	 angular velocity of PIGA yoke with respect to PIGA case
Miscellaneous Notes
(1) References to optical surfaces are understood to mean the
normals to the surfaces.
(2) Primes added to axes designations generally denotes small
perturbations from the basic coordinate system,
(3) The following subscript designators are defined:
i - instrument (SAP or PICA) number, i = 1, 2, 3
j - test configuration = f(E, u- 01 9 o, & ),to be defined
m - mounting position of strapdown system relative
to test stand table, m .= 1, 2, 3
r - combination of instrument number and mounting
position (r = im)
ii
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